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APGS To Host A Real
“Game Changer”
Here’s some dramatic news that all golf course owners, operators,
club general managers and superintendents should hunker down to listen to.
It’s going to come as the best news for the golf
industry in Asia, in fact the whole world, and it’s
said to be a life-saver.
The 2014 Asia Pacific Golf Summit will stage a
one-day special Global Symposium to showcase
the revolutionary “Zeon” Zoysia turf grass.
Often referred to as “barefoot grass,” it is a fine
blade Zoysia that is ideal for sun and shade. It is
disease and insect resistant. It has a bright green
colour and will establish well in many different
types of soil.
The “father” of Zeon, Dr. Milt Engelke, Ph. D. and
a member of Team Zoysia International, LLC, will
lead the symposium together with a high-level
panel of other international experts.
“We are delighted to be granted the unique
opportunity to stage this milestone event and
more importantly, we consider this a major
breakthrough for the club industry because it
provides a fantastic opportunity to introduce
a super strong strain of Zoysia which is a real
game changer,” declared Mike Sebastian, chief

executive officer of the Asia Pacific Golf Group,
the owner and producer of APGS 2014.
Zeon Zoysia is the turf that has been selected
for the course that will play host to the 2016
Olympic Games in Brazil.
Feedback on the Zeon strain has been very
positive – it is said to be the most playable
fairway turf on the market because of its blade
density. Zeon Zoysia is a world-class playing
surface that provides superior lies, excellent
feedback on ball-striking, and excels in stressful
conditions brought on by extreme drought and
heat.
Just how playable is the grass? Last spring at a
corporate instruction clinic, World Golf Hall of
Famer Greg Norman hit a 3-wood directly off
the grass and turned around, drop-jawed, and
remarked to the audience, "Wow, that zoysia is
phenomenal."
Other qualities of Zeon include its ability to
settle perfectly into warm climate settings and

it uses between 30 and 40 percent less water
and fertilizer, is drought tolerant and able to
persevere through extreme conditions.
The turf’s protection against cold weather and
long periods without water is dormancy.
Normally a translucent green, Zeon Zoysia will
"dim out" to a muted green and ultimately, light
brown. It only takes a few consecutive days over
75 degrees, however, to restore it to its native
grandeur.
Zeon Zoysia is very environmentally friendly and
the grass needs very little water, and very low
amounts of nitrogen fertilizer, while still looking
and playing great. The grass will create a worldclass playing surface for any golf course in Asia.
The Zeon Zoysia symposium will be staged on
November 16 and the venue in Singapore will
be Marina Bay Sands hotel.
An event of global significance not to be missed
by all stake-holders in golf!
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" ... I have been a radical advocate of continual
training. I quickly learned that training made the
difference between life and death in the military
and that it developed critical proficiency in aviation
maintenance. There is a reason why the legendary
US Navy SEAL Teams are so effective and
successful – it’s TRAINING."
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In a previous article in this series on best practices
for cost savings, it was noted that labor expense is a
substantial operating costs for golf courses no matter
where a course may be located. And as certain as one
can expect that taxes will unlikely diminish, so too is it
likely that one can expect labor costs only to increase
in real terms.
Throughout Asia many nations are
experiencing increasing aging of populations
and negative demographics. These trends
have and continue to lead to increased labor
scarcity resulting in a creeping rise in labor
costs. The evidence of these demographic
impacts on labor supply and macroeconomics is pronounced every day in the
world’s business press from Japan to Korea
and to China1.
While the less developed economies of the
regions may view labor as still cheap and
endlessly abundant, as an emerging nation
develops the hard realities of increasing labor
costs may soon follow. Those golf courses
that do not plan for such evolving labor
scarcity by developing effective, best labor
management practices will inevitably pay
a high price. Trees surely grow, but we do
not observe this growth noticeably – so too
does the scarcity of labor and its associated
increasing costs grow. Thus improving labor
productivity efficiencies through ongoing
training practices becomes a critical need for
maintaining any golf business.
Ever since my youthful years spent training
and flying in the US Navy, I have been a
radical advocate of continual training. I
quickly learned that training made the
difference between life and death in the
military and that it developed critical
proficiency in aviation maintenance. There
is a reason why the legendary US Navy SEAL
Teams are so effective and successful – it’s
TRAINING.
It’s a fact that the relatively small cadre of
Navy SEALs annually used more ammunition
in training than the entire US Marine Corps –

and the latter surely has a stalwart reputation
for effectiveness as well.
Over the decades I’ve seen the great benefits
of training and have found that continuing
education has many golf business benefits.
Just what are these benefits of training?
 Increased Productivity. Continual
staff training improves productivity to allow
reallocation of labor (getting more done
better with the same number of people) and
not simply chopping people and staffing
positions. People simply become more
skilled and effective at the various tasks and
this allows them to address new areas to
further improve golf course conditioning or
club operations. Learning from training to
manage turfgrass more skillfully to reduce
diseases for example allows more time to be
allocated on such key revenue areas such as
greens.
 Builds Teamwork. Training efforts
give people a greater self-worth that results
in building solid teamwork and high morale.
This goes back to the famous classical
studies on productivity of workers by the
Western Electric -- Hawthorne Assembly
Plant2 and work by Frederick W. Taylor to
develop his productivity methodology of
‘scientific management3.’ Both demonstrated
clearly and empirically that simply giving
people greater attention results in greater
productivity.
 Eliminates Staff Turnover. When
employees see that ownership / management
is sincerely interested in investing training in
them, they are more likely to stay with such a
company.
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 Develops Better Line Managers. Using internal staff as
trainers develops better skills for trainers – if you want to really learn
a subject, then go and teach it! The more a person teaches or serves
as a trainer in any subject, the more knowledgeable and highly skilled
they become in that subject. So get as many of your managers and
staff to become trainers as possible.

understand emerging technologies risks becoming quickly left in the
dust of those who do.

 Profitable. Training encourages improved profitability. This is
simply common sense. And using down times to conduct training is
better use of time.

 Use Golf & Club Industry Training Events. There are
many excellent continuing education and training events, conferences
and seminars offered. Use them. Invest in your staff. If you are
worried they will leave your company after you spend money for such
training then simply have employees sign an agreement to repay
the company for all such related expenses if they opt to leave your
employment within six months or a reasonable period afterwards.

 A Recruitment Tool. Becoming known as a club / company
that provides training to staff and management employees enhances
the recruitment of high quality individuals for staff teams.

Golf clubs and professional employees that fall to regularly take
advantage of such industry training opportunities are both
shortsighted and likely incompetent.

 Builds Individual Confidence. Conducting training of any
staff develops confidence and killed competencies in employees.
Knowing how to do many tasks at a high skill level simply builds
better people who develop both a healthy passion and pride in their
performance.

 Reduces Management Distractions. Finally and most
importantly, the more that you conduct training, the less you have to
‘manage.’ This means that instead of constantly babysitting untrained
staff or dealing with continual mistakes by people, management can
focus its time on business development opportunities. Train more
to manage less! With the many obvious business reasons for a golf
course organization to establish sound training practices, there are
also certain pitfalls to avoid in staff training. What training pitfalls
should be avoided?

 Keeps Organizations Up-to-Date. By conducting
continuing education and training, an organization encourages
innovation and adaptation of new technology. In today’s global
business-world, with its rapid-fire advancements in all fields and
disciplines, any organization that fails to train its employees to
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 Too much theoretical. In order to keep an enthusiasm for
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"Conducting training of any
staff develops confidence
and killed competencies
in employees. Knowing
how to do many tasks at
a high skill level simply
builds better people who
develop both a healthy
passion and pride in their
performance."

training by your employees, it is essential to keep things practical and
meaningful versus theoretical. Take the information being presented
down to a meaningful application level and explain exactly how the
information presented will apply to your club or course operations.
Explain the benefits and objectives of the training.
 Boredom – keep it interesting. Hand-in-hand with avoiding
a theoretical focus you’ll need to avoid boring people. As often as
possible do hands-on presentations and explain or demonstrate what
happens when the wrong methods are used.
By avoiding boring people with meaningless training they will pay
closer attention and assimilate the new skills permanently. If people
are bored they will shut down and then the real assimilation of the
training will not be achieved.
 Spending too much for training. Training does not have
to be expensive. Using existing management personnel and technical
specialists in your organization for in-house training is the most cost
effective. These staff can be assigned training topics and given the
advanced time to research, review and prepare training session plans.
One should also call upon suppliers and venders for training support –
it is in their best interest to make certain that their products are in the
hands of high-quality personnel. This also builds solid relationships,
soft-sells and even serves as training opportunities for the staffs of
your suppliers.
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"The most successful organizations and most profitable
business all have an employee training programs for employees
in common. Training and continuing education are best done
by integrating classroom teaching combined with good visual
materials and finally hands-on practicum."
Stressing your employees by requiring unreasonable, artificially
mandated hours of training annually only creates a pitfall and
bureaucracy that too many can fall into. Train often on the critically
needed areas that you’ve identified in your golf operation. Focus
on areas that are achievable, but don’t just dream up subjects to
artificially achieve some arbitrarily mandated number of training
hours.

"What I hear, I forget,
What I See, I remember,
What I do - I understand"
- Confucious

"Avoid doing training just for the
sake of saying you are doing training.
Conducting effective training, like
every other best management
practice, requires hard work to
set objectives, plan, schedule and
execute well in advance. Have a
plan and follow it."
Interruption of productivity in order to do training is counterproductive – do training in seasonal down times and off-peak periods.
Avoid narrow, job specific only training that locks employees into
narrow niches. Mix in broad concept subjects such as customer
satisfaction and hospitality management subjects that allow
employees to gain a bigger picture of the roles they play.
Avoid doing training just for the sake of saying you are doing training.
Conducting effective training, like every other best management
practice, requires hard work to set objectives, plan, schedule and
execute well in advance. Have a plan and follow it.
The most successful organizations and most profitable business all
have an employee training programs for employees in common.
Training and continuing education are best done by integrating
classroom teaching combined with good visual materials and finally
hands-on practicum.
Remember to train with the wisdom of Confucius: “What I hear, I
forget. What I see, I remember. What I do, I understand.”
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